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Letter 459
Jesus - Cure For The Common Cold
(And Diabetes, Cancer, Food Allergies, Obesity,
And All Other Ailments)
2016-04-05
Dear Dan,
Saturday, 2 April 2016, 6AM.
Beginning almost two weeks ago and continuing until Wednesday 31 March I felt like I was
about to come down with a cold. As with previous colds I have contracted, this presented
itself with various odors starting to smell “funny”. Then I would typically get a tingle in the
back of my throat, then a sore throat, then a cough along with increased mucous.
For almost two weeks it just stayed at the “funny smell” stage. But then, as I was laying in
bed Wednesday morning trying to get to sleep, the tingle at the back of my throat started,
and I had to go get a cough drop.
At this point I was getting frustrated because I wanted to get to sleep, and I didn’t want to
get a cold. So I inquired of the Lord on what to do, and He said:

"

“SAY; “YOU OLD COLD, GO AWAY””*.

So I did just that, and when I woke up the next day, all the symptoms were gone.
In the past before my motorcycle wreck, when I was working at the school district, I would
welcome a cold because it gave me a valid reason to have an extra day off from work. And
up till this event, I would welcome getting a cold because it became a distraction from my
chronic pain issues.
But, the Lord is teaching me what it means to walk in what the Pentecostals call “divine
health”. I think this is a better way to live. Now, if only I could talk my employer into issuing
divine health tablets instead of `lu shots, this would be good. As it is, I elect to get the `lu
shot because it is easier than having to wear a mask for the two or three months of `lu
season. So now when I go for the `lu shot, I just invoke the Scriptural protocol that says:

"

“… and if they drink any deadly poison, it will not hurt them …”
Mark 16:18b

Last year when we were `ighting witchcraft in earnest, the enemy tried on numerous
occasions to infect me with cancer (because I smoke), food allergies (see Letter 383 Volume
5-15), and before that diabetes (see Letter 199 Volume 4), and since then obesity (see
Letter 457 Volume 6). With leadership of the Lord Holy Spirit, and with a little help, or
maybe a whole lot of help, from my angel friends, I was able to resist each one. Obesity will
be dealt with in its own letter very soon.
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I think I will just call this kind of health the effect of obedience to Scripture, or:

"

THE OBEDIENCE EFFECT.

"

*The phraseology that the Holy Spirit used gave me pause, and I was more than a little
dismayed. I will explain why in a future letter.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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